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Yakitori Restaurant

The chicken dishes made with Kyushu brand chickens,
along with high quality "Shinsei" sake from Kyoto's
Fushimi are delicious.

In 1966, Isamu Kajiwara, the first generation owner, established Torisee in Kyoto’s Shijo Kiyamachi area. Torisee is
proud of the chicken dishes created after much polishing of
Kyoto cuisine techniques. Since its founding, it has maintained its secret aged sauce for 50 years, and carefully grills
its yakitori chicken skewers one by one. Strongly aromatic,
tasty and juicy, the skewers go well with Fushimi’s famous
sake brands. Yakitori skewers of specially selected homegrown chicken, mainly from the Kyushu area, start from
¥140 and show the restaurant’s uncompromising attention to
brand chicken at reasonable prices. Besides yakitori, there is
a wide variety of dishes, such as the well-known chicken rice
(rice is covered with 8 ingredients of thin omelette strips,
green onions, seaweed, shiitake mushrooms, chopped
yellow pickled radish, ginger, steamed chicken and lemon,
on which chicken stock is poured), roast duck slices, spicy
deep-fried chicken, grilled mature chicken, and popular
menu items from the restaurant’s
beginning, such as chicken croquettes
and chicken rice porridge. The seasonal course dishes which include an
all-you-can-drink option are very
good value and highly recommended.
English menus are also available.
The restaurants are conveniently
located near the popular sightseeing
spot of Nishiki food market as well as
the Shijo Karasuma area.

⬆The yakitori in its secret aged sauce go together well with sake fresh from the brewery.

⬆Sake is delivered directly
from the brewery.

⬆“Oyadori yaki” Mature chicken grilled with onions, ⬆“Onikara” deep-fried chicken with spicy hot chili
garlic, black pepper, sesame and garlic oils that is a powder, created to match Japanese sake.
perfect dish to eat while drinking.

鳥せゑ蛸薬師店 Torisee Takoyakushi Shop
京都市中京区蛸薬師通東洞院東入る元竹田町625
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625 Mototakeda-cho, Takoyakushi-dori,
Higashinotoin Higashi-iru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-229-6564
OPEN: Weekdays 16:00 to 23:00 (LO 22:30),
Sat/Sun/holidays 11:30 to 23:00 (LO 22:30)
10 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

Google MAP

鳥せゑ四条木屋町店 Torisee Shijo Kiyamachi Shop
京都市下京区河原町通四条上ルー筋目東入る
Hitosujime Higashi-iru, Kawaramachi-dori,
Shijo-agaru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
⬆The Takoyakushi branch's cozy interior with the
warmth of brand new wood and modern-looking space.
COUPON

Show this magazine for 1 free glass of sake
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TEL: 075-223-1410
OPEN: Weekdays 16:00 to 23:30 (LO 23:00),
Sat/Sun/holidays 11:30 to 23:30 (LO 23:00)
15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

URL: http://www.torisei.com/en/
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